Apache Software Foundation Incubator Project Sustainability Dataset

Abstract—Open Source Software success and sustainability is critically important for the digital infrastructure as OSS is used broadly and yet 83% of such projects fail. To increase chances of success many projects join established software communities, e.g., the Apache Software Foundation (ASF), with clearly established rules and support. Specifically at ASF, projects that strive to join ASF and are at a nascent development stage are digitally housed in the ASF incubator (ASFI), which provides a mature governance environment and expert help toward long-term sustainability. Projects in ASFI eventually conclude their incubation by graduating, if successful on the path to sustainability. Otherwise, they get retired. In ASF, digital traces of developer activities for projects in ASFI are publicly available, together with monthly project status.

Here we present a longitudinal dataset of developer coding and communication activities of 269 projects from the Apache Software Foundation Incubator (ASFI). Each project in ASFI is evaluated while in incubation and is eventually “graduated” or “retired”, a label indicating the project sustainability promise with respect to their technical development and community diversity. This extrinsically labeled dataset offers heretofore unavailable sustainability data of OSS project development under ASF regulations and governance. We hope its availability will foster more research interest in studying sustainability in OSS projects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Open Source Software (OSS) has become a multi-billion dollar business: 80% of businesses, including all major tech companies rely on OSS [1]. But OSS projects fail or get abandoned at very high rates, as high as 83% by some accounts, especially the smaller and younger projects [2].

To increase their chances of achieving success, many developers and projects join well-known not-for-profit foundations, like the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). Doing so gets them access to skilled developers and project-specific coaching and mentorship. In return for access to the foundation network and resources, the projects have to abide by the foundation policies and rules, thus give up some of their degrees of freedom. The ASF Incubator (ASFI) is a unique part of ASF, where projects are incubated before being allowed to join into ASF, i.e., before they are deemed successful on their path to self-sustainability. Each project in the incubator has a status, i.e., ‘graduated’, ‘retired’, or ‘in incubation’, corresponding to a successful outcome (i.e., graduation) of joining the ASF, an unsuccessful outcome (i.e., retirement), and still in incubation, respectively. The graduation and retirement status are determined by experienced administrators and contributors in the ASF community, based on how well a project meets a set of goals in terms of sustainability.

Studying success and sustainability in OSS projects is of importance as it can reveal the determinants of successful collaborative work [3], [4]. It also can enhance related social theories which help to understand and reduce issues inherent to building and maintaining diverse technical communities [5]. Rich datasets containing examples of OSS projects that have achieved their goals and those that have not, are essential for such research.

Here we present the ASF Incubator (ASFI) dataset. It contains historical trace data of committer and project activities for 269 ASFI projects that have entered, passed through and exited ASFI. It includes emails, commits, sponsor information, and the incubation outcome (graduated or retired). After reflecting on prior work on sustainability and success of OSS, we give the details of our dataset, scraping methodology, and storage, followed by two potential research studies that can benefit from this data. Our dataset along with the scripts we used to scrape it is available at Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4480753.

II. PRIOR WORK

There has been substantial work on modeling the outcome of OSS projects [6], [7], [8]. A combined socio-technical perspective has shown to be uniquely helpful when analyzing OSS projects [9], [10], specifically for socialization dynamics [11], project quality over time [12], and coordination [13]. That perspective is in line with ASF’s key concept of “projects are communities”, manifested through the links between people and code. Software engineering researchers often evaluate the outcomes of OSS projects [4] from two angles, the development process perspective, and from the user and developer side, including contributor growth [14], community participation [15], and communication patterns [16]. Many researchers have been interested in the way OSS projects get inducted into the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) [17], [18], [19]. In particular, Duenas et al. have compared the Apache and Eclipse OSS incubators and shown that some governance elements help more than others [20].

III. ASF INCUBATOR DATASET

“If it didn’t happen on the mailing list, it didn’t happen”, is the motto of ASF. In the ASF community, committers are
required to publicly discuss first before making changes to their collaborative artifact (even if they are beneficial). As a unique unit of ASF, the ASF Incubator (ASFI) is a place for nascent projects that want to join ASF. The ASFI, like ASF itself, is built around democratic mechanisms to help projects grow coherent and healthy communities around them. To graduate from ASFI and eventually join ASF, incubator projects are required to show they adopt workflows and governance supportive of a self-sustainable community.

A. Motivation and Originality

The ASF community puts great efforts into keeping and maintaining complete historical development records publicly available. Consequently, ASF developer trace data tends to be at least as reliable as OSS project data from other social coding sites. In addition to the internal reliability of the ASF incubator dataset, ASF committees assign extrinsic binary labels to projects before their incubation exit, graduated (successful), and retired (unsuccessful). This dataset offers heretofore unprecedented opportunities for modeling and comparison of project evolution and sustainability over time.

Moreover, the dataset is longitudinal and includes for each project the most important, nascent stage of development, including the continuous recruitment of new committers, detailed discussions with project mentors, and collaborative actions to address issues. The data runs until the project’s incubator exit. This is in contrast to many datasets of GitHub projects which start with well-established infrastructure and previously formed teams and only capture a period of relative stability. Another benefit of studying the ASF incubator projects is that the incubation outcome is evaluated by one consistent and coherent technical community, which can reduce some of the systematic risks of evaluation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this comprehensive, and well-structured ASFI sustainability dataset has been presented to the empirical software engineering community.

B. Data Source

The Apache mailing list archives can be accessed through the archive Web Page. They contain all the emails and commits from the project’s ASFI entry date, and are kept current. The archives are open access, and there do not seem to exist any downloading constraints.

We constructed URLs for individual project files in the ASF incubator as Project. The project URLs use the following pattern: project name/(YYYYMM).mbox. For example, for the project hama, the full URL is hama-dev/201904.mbox. Each such file contains a month of messages in the mailing list of the project, for the date specified in the URL. Here dev stands for ‘emails among developers’. There are some other common mailing lists, e.g., ‘commits’, ‘issues’, ‘notifications’, ‘users’ (emails between users and developers or other users). However, many projects, especially those over ten years old which used SVN, use a bot in ‘dev’ mailing to record all the commits, therefore a message from ‘dev’ is not always an email from a real person. Similar things were sent to the “commits” mailing list, which, thus, contains some emails. We collected both the ‘dev’ and ‘commits’ mailing lists files for ASF Incubator projects, through the above archive web page from March 2003 to August 2019.

Online, the ASFI data is organized by calendar month, each month’s folder containing the aggregated activities for that month. In some folders there are multiple pages of emails during that month, so we control the pagination by specifying the thread number (e.g., ‘thread?0’ is the first page, ‘thread?1’ the second, etc.). The ASF site only displays partial user domains in all email addresses. To get the full email address of the developers (for identifying unique committers), we use the ‘raw message’ of the emails, which contains the full mbox file.

C. Methodology

We use the well-known BeautifulSoup package and the urllib2 package for collecting and parsing the data from the data sources discussed above, and use the pg8000 package in Python for connecting to a PostgreSQL database. Specifically, for commit data, we gathered the following fields: ‘From’: The developer who sent the message, and usually contains both the committer’s full name and the associated email address. ‘To’: The mailing list email address of the project. ‘Date’: The exact date (in seconds) when the email was sent. ‘Message-ID’: the unique ID assigned to this email. ‘In-Reply-To’: the message ID that this email replies to. ‘Subject’: The title of the email. ‘Body’: The body of the email.

Additionally, we gathered commit data from the ‘commits’ folder, the gathered fields are: ‘Author’: The author of the code. ‘Committer’: The committer who commits the code. The ‘Committer’ usually is the same as the ‘Author’. ‘Date’: the date that the committer pushed the commit. Code Changes: This contains a list of files modified with this commit. It also contains Lines of Code (LOC) changed. A ‘+’ sign at the beginning of a code line represents a new line inserted, while a ‘-’ sign indicates code deletion.

ASF manages and records the communications among people by globally assigning an exclusive project-specific email address to each developer in a project. However, empirical evidence suggests [21] that some developers still prefer to use their personal email/name, which can present ambiguity when identifying distinct developers. To address this issue, we perform de-aliasing for those developers with multiple aliases and/or email addresses. The process is as follows. We first remove titles (e.g., jr.) and common words in the name (e.g., admin, lists, group) from usernames, then we match with both the original order and switched first/last name order whenever names contain exactly one comma (e.g., ‘foo, bar’ to ‘bar, foo’). Then we match each developer with their email address(es) using text similarity.

D. Storage

We store our data in a Postgres database and provide it as CSV tables. The associated data schema is shown in Figure 1.
Each table in the schema corresponds to one CSV table in the dataset.

Table **lists** contains the project summary from the project homepage. (In the CSV tables, each row represents a project). The keys are as follows. **listid**: project id, a numeric id used as a primary key for indexing, no practical meaning. **listname**: a string, the official project name. **pj_alias**: the project alias used in the archives. **status**: numeric; 0, 1, or 2 corresponding to ‘in incubation’, ‘graduated’, and ‘retired’. **start_date**: the date that the project entered the incubator. **end_date**: the date that the project leaves the incubator. **dev_is_available**: True if there exists at least one email during the incubation, false otherwise. **is_in_attic**: True if the project had been graduated but was marked as ‘reached its end of life’. **sponsor**: the name of the project’s sponsor. **intro**: a brief introduction to the project. **istoplv**: A Boolean value, true if the project is a top-level ASF project. **start_from_scratch**: A Boolean value, true if the project has started just before entering the incubator. **pj_url**: A string, the homepage URL of the incubator project. **pj_github_url**: A string, the associated GitHub URL for the project. Note that some projects have multiple GitHub repositories and the URLs may change over time.

Table **messages** contains the emails ASF committers send, each row represents an email. The keys are listed as follows. **numid**: A numeric id, used as primary key for indexing. **listid**: project id, a numeric id for the project. **messageid**: a string, the message-id, a unique sequence for the email. **senderalias**: A string, the user name of the sender extracted from the email. **senderaliasid**: A numeric id for the sender’s alias. **referenceid**: A string, the message-id that this email replies to, blank if it starts a new thread. **recipalias**: A string, the alias of the receiver. **recipaliasid**: A string, the alias id of the receiver. **datetime**: Date timestamp, the date that the email was received. **subject**: A string, the title of the email. **body**: String, the body (content) of the email. **from_commit**: Boolean, true if the email is extracted from commit archives.

Table **commits** contains the commits information, each row represents a commit. **listid**: a numeric id for project. The keys are listed as follows. **messageid**: a unique sequence for the message. **commiterid**: a numeric id for the committer. A committer is the one who reviews and merges the code to the repository. **commit_datetime**: The date-time stamp of the commit. **file_operation**: A string, including the four operations: (a) new: add a new file to the project; (b) mod: make modifications to an existing file; (c) rm: delete a file from the project; (d) copy: copy a file to another folder without changing any code. **file_name**: A string, the full path to the file. **file_id**: A numeric id for a file, unique in a project. **addlines**: A numeric value, the number of lines of code added. **dellines**: A numeric value, the number of lines of code deleted. **authorid**: A numeric id for the author who writes the code. In the SVN system, the author is the same as the one who commits the code. **author_datetime**: The timestamp of the pull request. **sha_or_rev**: A string, the unique id of the commit, a ‘SHA’ sequence, or a revision number. **format**: A string, the format of the message in the version control system, ‘git’ or ‘svn’.

Table **filelist** contains the histories of file modifications. Note that one file can be deleted and then recreated later. In this case, they are considered as two separate files. In the table, each row represents a file, and the keys are listed as follows. **listid**: A numeric project id for indexing. **file_name**: A string, the full path of the file. **file_id**: A numeric id for a file, unique in a project. **isremoved**: A Boolean value, true if the file has been deleted.

Table **aliases** contains developers aliases. Each row in the CSV tables represents an alias. **aliasid**: A numeric id for an alias. **email**: A string, the email address associated with the alias. **name**: A string, the alias. **personid**: A numeric id for the committer who uses this alias. **from_commit**: A boolean, true if the alias is gathered from commits.
### IV. POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this section, we present two potential research questions that can be studied based on the ASF incubator dataset.

#### A. Case I: Studying Sustainability

The ASFI project data can be used to study and understand software engineering metrics that contribute to modeling OSS project sustainability.

In empirical software engineering studies, there have been multiple approaches to define OSS success based on intrinsic project metrics. Some have focused on the technical aspect, e.g., the project development cycle. Others have focused on the social aspect, e.g., community building and popularity. Either direction is justifiable, both from a research and project perspective, as there is no universally agreed definition of OSS success/sustainability.

The dataset presented here contains a different, extrinsic-based sustainability labeling for each OSS project. Upon exit of each incubator project, ASF committee members vote for its graduation and eventually label it as such. Such labeling is done by ASF experts and thus does not have the issues associated with intrinsic, metric-based approaches.

Methodologically, to understand the determinants of sustainability in OSS projects, researchers can use this dataset to regress the extrinsic graduation labels over various project, process, and social metrics of interest in software engineering. Such models, if effective, can enable OSS projects to have a finer level of introspection, over time.

#### B. Case II: Studying Effects of Interventions

In ASFI projects, project developers intervene in the direction of the project constantly. For example, a big release can impact projects if everyone takes a break, as delayed maintenance, support, and technical debt become significant when everyone comes back after not working for a while. Project mentors can also affect projects, as they discuss and advocate for the projects. Mentors typically intervene in the incubator projects when projects are inactive for a while by, e.g., asking for status reports. Cursory examinations of commit levels show increases in the periods following a submitted status report. Lastly, when new committers join the projects, they bring in new knowledge and can potentially change the dynamics of the project.

The above-mentioned intervention events can presumably be detected from discussions on the mailing lists, which are included in this dataset. Methodologically, this can be done with keyword searches or more sophisticated AI/NLP-based methods. By collecting such longitudinal intervention event data, researchers can study quasi-effects of those interventions on project graduation and suggest potential project-specific recommendations, to aid nascent OSS projects on their road to sustainability.

### V. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION

#### Limitations

We note that this dataset has the following limitations: a relatively small scale, of hundreds of projects only; an inherent imbalance between graduated and retired projects; no information on geographical location; and limited diversity (all projects are under similar policies and guidance of the ASF); and there is a potential risk in identifying and merging different developer name (i.e., name disambiguation), especially when a project contains two or more developers sharing the same name.

And lastly, since the incubator projects are all under ASF regulation, generalizing the research implications beyond the ASF community carries potential risks. Thus, further work on expanding the dataset beyond ASF, e.g., with additional OSS projects from GitHub can aid in lowering such risk.

#### Conclusion

Research into OSS project sustainability and success can present actionable insights for maintaining the community. However, there is a dearth of data that are dynamic and have extrinsic sustainability labels upon the exit of project incubation. In this paper, we presented such a longitudinal dataset of technical contributions and developer communication in ASF incubator projects, more narrow in scope than general GitHub projects but with extrinsic, graduation success labels. The presented longitudinal dataset can be used to study why some nascent projects succeeded under the regulation of the ASF incubator community while others do not. Beyond the commits data and email data, in the future, we seek to provide the empirical software engineering community with other OSS sustainability related data, and we will continuously update our dataset when further projects become available.
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